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Hayden Middle School

Science Fair 2023

When: March 17, 2023
Where: Hayden Middle School

★ Science fair projects will be set up after lunch on March 15.
★ Science fair projects will be judged Thursday, March 16.
★ The Science fair will be open to the public on the morning of March 17

before the Color Run.
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Types of Science Projects:

There are two types of science projects: Models and Experiments. Here is the

difference between the two.

Model, Display, or Collection: This shows how something works in the real world

but doesn’t test anything.

Examples of display or collection projects: The Solar System, Types of

Dinosaurs, Types of Rocks

Examples of models: The Solar System, How an electric motor works, Tornado in a

Bottle

An Experiment: In an experiment, lots

of information is given on the subject

selected. It also has a project that

shows the gathering of data and testing

done.

Examples of experiments: The effects

detergent has on the growth of plants, which paper towel is more absorbent, which

structure can withstand the most amount of weight.

So which should you do? We recommend you create an experiment. Experiments

are fun and more interesting than models/displays and you get to use the

Scientific Method. The scientific method is what real scientists use in their labs.
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T�e S�i�n�ifi� Me�h�� (fo� ex��ri��n� p�oj��t�)

1. As� a qu��ti�� “How” or “What” or “Why”

2. Re��ar�h Yo�� To��c Be��me an ex��r�! Re��! Re��!
Re��!

3. S�at� Yo�� H�po�h��is A h�po�h��is is a p�ed��ti�� as to w�at wi�l
ha�p�� wi�h yo�� ex��ri��n�.

4. Co�d��t Yo�� Ex��ri��n� se��ra� ti��s.  Co�s��te�t re��l�s me��
yo� ha�� c�e�te� a re��ab�� ex��ri��n� an� su�p��t yo�� co�c��si��s!

5. An��y�e an� Re��r� Yo�� Da�� Yo� ca� us� ba� g�ap�s, pi�
g�ap�s, li�� g�ap�s, et�. to co�m��ic��e yo�� re��l�s. T�is is w�er� t�e
lo� bo�� wi�l co�� in ha�d�!

6. D�aw Yo�� Co�c��si��
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Choosing a Category

Each category is based on what you learn from the Alabama Course of Study for

each grade.  Each category contains a variety of learning topics.  Think about what

you’ve learned this year in your science classes.  If you need help, ask your teacher

or Google the Alabama Science Course of Study for each grade.

7th Grade:

● Life Science- This category includes models and experiments about animals,

plants, and the human body. There are special rules for data collection if you

are collecting data on people or animals!

● Engineering, Computer Science, and Technology- In this category, science is

applied to everyday life! The STEAM category is for anything that you can

relate to in real life.  Technology solves problems!

6th Grade:

● Earth and Space Science- This category covers topics that deal with Earth

or objects in space. Including studying weather, geology(the study of

everything that makes up the earth), and the study of all that is in

space(stars, sun, planets, and solar system).

● Environmental projects (reduce, reuse, recycle)

5th Grade:

● Physical Science- This category includes topics about matter and structure,

as well as electricity, magnetism, sound, light, gravity, force, solutions,

biomes, or anything else that you might question, “How does it work and what

if I do this to it, will it still work?”

● Physical Science also includes the composition of matter and how it reacts to

each other. These are the science experiments that may have bubbling and

oozing going on, like figuring out what an acid is and what is a base. It is a

perfect category to try to mix things together to see what will happen. If

you are experimenting with chemicals or other dangerous substances, you

need an adult to help you out.

● You cannot simply duplicate an AMSTI experiment that you did in class.  You

might extend that experiment by adding a new twist or approach.
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Requirements

● You must choose the category for YOUR grade.

● All projects must have a display board. The board must be a trifold poster

board (36”x48”). Information should be arranged so that it is easy to read

and flows in a logical order.

● If you choose to do an experiment you will need a composition notebook to

collect your data.

Example display board layout for an experiment: You do not have to use this exact layout;

depending on your information and amount of pictures, you may have to use a different

layout. The most important thing to remember is to MAKE IT NEAT.

● If you have chosen to make a model, you will need to have your model plus a

display board.  Your display board should include:

○ how it applies to everyday life

○ what you’ve learned about it through research

○ ideas about different ways to apply what you have learned
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○ the materials used to create your model

○ a narrative (or retelling) of how you made your model

○ pictures of how you made the model

○ the history of your model or a summary (the history of machines, an

explanation of how volcanoes are formed, the history and explanation

of how modern water systems work, etc.).

● You must include an abstract with your project if you are doing an
experiment. The abstract must be typed or NEATLY handwritten and

included on your board.

What is an abstract? An abstract is a short summary of your project. It

should be no more than 250 words and fit on one page. It should include the

following for an experiment:

1. Question or purpose: What was your question, or why did you conduct this

experiment?

2. Research: one sentence about your primary research selection

3. Hypothesis: What is your educational guess about how your experiment

will turn out?

4. Materials: a brief list of materials used in your experiment

5. Methods/Procedures: about two sentences on how you conducted your

experiment.

6. Observations/Results: a short summary about what you observed in your

experiment and what happened

7. Analysis: explanation of what you thought about what happened during

the experiment

8. Conclusion: a one-sentence summary of what happened in your experiment.

● For experiment projects, you might find it helpful to keep a logbook. A

logbook is just a journal of your project.  It would be like writing daily

reflections about what you did on your project, what worked, what didn’t, if

you had to change your approach, etc.  The logbook should include your
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observations, thoughts, failures, mistakes, and successes.  Typically, this is a

composition notebook you write in, using INK, not erasing or covering up any

mistakes.  At the end of your project, you can use this logbook to write the

required report.

● All projects must have a written report to explain the project.  For

experiments, tell about the scientific method you used and what you learned

from your experiment.  For models, a basic research paper and include what

you learned from making the model.  All reports can be written in 1st person

(using I, me, my pronouns) since the report is from your point of view.

Written reports are a minimum of 2 pages. If typed, double-spaced.
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Judges’ Rubric for Models

Scoring Rubric: 1-Beginning steps, 2-Nearing proficient, 3-Proficient, 4-Advanced

MODEL How the topic connects to everyday
life- why should we care about the
topic

What you have learned from your
research about your topic

Ways to apply what you have learned

Materials: All materials are listed that
were used to construct the model

Pictures of the process of creating the
model

Narrative: An explanation of HOW
you made your model

History:  how does your model fit into
the historical record?

PRESENTATION AND
DISPLAY

Display is meaningful and addresses
the model.

The display is logical and in an order

Display is clean, neat, and organized

Display follows standard conventions
of grammar, punctuation,  and capital
letters.

The fonts chosen are easily readable
and large enough that they can easily
be read

WRITTEN REPORT Describes your investigation and
includes what you learned from your
research about your topic

Makes sense and directly relates to the
model
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Follows accepted literary conventions
such as correct use of capitals,
punctuation, and grammar

For 7th grade, the last page of the
report is a complete bibliography of
sources used

ORIGINALITY The completed project is age
appropriate and looks like student
work, not parent work

Overall Score
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Judges’ Rubric for Experiments

Scoring Rubric: 1-Beginning steps, 2-Nearing proficient, 3-Proficient, 4-Advanced

SCIENTIFIC METHOD Question clearly stated

Hypothesis is clear

Abstract provides a brief summary

Materials and methods: All materials
are listed. What the student did is
explained step-by-step, and variables
that impacted results are stated.

Results/Observations: recorded in
detail; presented in charts, graphs,
tables, and/or illustrations

Analysis: the meaning of the results is
explained

Conclusions: Accept or reject the
hypothesis, explain what you learned
and what you can infer from your
work

PRESENTATION AND
DISPLAY

Display is meaningful and addresses
the hypothesis.

The display is logical and in an order

Display is clean, neat, and organized

Display follows standard conventions
of grammar, punctuation,  and capital
letters.

The fonts chosen are easily readable
and large enough that they can easily
be read

WRITTEN REPORT Describes your investigation and
includes what you learned from your
research about your question

Makes sense and directly relates to the
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investigation

Follows accepted literary conventions
such as correct use of capitals,
punctuation, and grammar

For 7th grade, the last page of the
report is a complete bibliography of
sources used

ORIGINALITY The completed project is age
appropriate and looks like student
work, not parent work

Overall Score
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Awards

★ Best in Show - Overall winner from all entries (winner can be a model or

experiment)

★ Grand Champion for each grade (winner can be a model or experiment)

★ 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in each grade


